
Chronology – Leone’s “Jewish Profession”, Psychoanalysis 

 

The Holocaust and the world’s response to it mark the lowest point in the moral 

history of mankind.       Abba Eban in Civilization and the Jews, Summit Books, 

New York, 1984, p. 286 

 

1900 – 1912  
   Raised the daughter of a part-time Methodist minister, her dominant mother a 

religious sceptic, in small communities on the Canadian prairies.  No contact with 

Jews.  Her father’s retail stores failed.  He became a grocery clerk.    

   Folke Hellstedt and Jacob Wallenberg shipmates at naval training college. 

1913– 1919 

   High school in Calgary.  Teaching school in rural areas, teaching at Normal 

School in Calgary.  Little or no contact with Jews.  Leone read Freud’s The 

Interpretation of Dreams, which she said changed her life.  She renounced religion.   

   Freud regrets Carl Jung’s secession from the inner circle of psychoanalysts.  

Freud thought that Jung could have been a great help in rescuing psychoanalysis 

from its reputation as “the Jewish profession.”    

1919 – 1925 

   Medical school at the University of Alberta.   Jewish classmates. 

1926 – 1929 

   Postgraduate research and study at Minnesota and Harvard.  Jewish colleagues, 

professors and a special Jewish friend, Arthur Hertig.    

1930-1931 

   Postdoctoral research in Hamburg.  Leone lives in the house of Frau Friedheim, 

who becomes her “Jewish mother” and introduces Leone to many literary, arts and 

entertainment figures.  Leone loves the elegance and dignity of Hamburg and its 

people.   She is fascinated by Wolfgang Rittmeister and devoted to him until she 

meets Folke Hellstedt at a party in the house of the Canadian Trade Commissioner.    

1932 

   Married, in January Leone and Folke move to Stockholm, thus escaping the rise 

of the Nazis in Hamburg which is characterized by street riots and Hitler’s 

promises to rescue Germany from the economic depression caused by Jews and 



Communists.  In Stockholm Folke takes a senior position in the Swedish company 

AB Separator (later Alfa Laval), parent of Bergedorfer Eisenwerk, the company he 

was managing in Germany.  Jacob Wallenberg, a member of the board of directors 

of AB Separator, was believed instrumental in getting Folke out of the turmoil in 

Germany to the calm and less anti-Semitic environment of Sweden.   

   Folke’s company was founded by two men who met at Uppsala University when 

they began their studies there in 1867:  Gustaf de Laval invented a technology for 

centrifugal separation of milk and cream; Oskar Lamm Jr. provided the 4,000 

kronor capital; profits from the ensuing business were to be shared equally.   

   …Oskar Lamm Jr. … came from a respected Jewish family in Stockholm that had 

very good connections both in Sweden and abroad.  His father, Ludvig Lamm, was 

on the board of directors of Stockholm’s Enskilda Bank and a close friend of its 

founder, A.O.Wallenberg.  On his mother’s side there were a number of wealthy 

bankers and merchants who had businesses in Hamburg and many other European 

centres of commerce.     From The Growth of a Global Enterprise: Alfa-Laval 100 

Years, a publication of the company, Sweden, 1983, p.8.   

   Sweden has few Jews.  Most are members of the conservative commercial 

establishment, but, as in the rest of Scandinavia and most of Europe, not in the 

same class as the hereditary nobility. 

     

1933 

   January – Hitler becomes chancellor of Germany.  After the February Reichstag 

fire, Hitler claims emergency powers.  Anti-Jewish violence spreads after March 

elections and is tolerated .  In April non-Aryans (Jews) are required to retire from 

the civil service and Jewish-owned business are boycotted.   Limitations on Jewish 

lawyers and doctors are enacted.  University enrolment of Jews limited to 1.5%.  

Students boycott lectures by Jewish professors.   May 10 rituals:  20,000  books  

burned in front of the Kroll Opera House in Berlin; Goebbels one of the speakers; 

thousands of “anti-Aryan” books burned in demonstrations in other German cities.  

August:  Haavarah (Hebrew: transfer) Agreement allows transfer of assets from 

Germany to Palestine; it plays a significant role in the emigration of 37,000 Jews 

from Germany in 1933. 

   Autumn – Matt and Jean Halton travel in Germany.  Matt is allowed inside the 

Dachau concentration camp. 



   December – Leone visits Matthew and Jean Halton in their London apartment.  

Matt’s article on the front page of the December 20, 1933 Toronto Star indicates 

that Leone approves of the “New Germany”.     

1934 

   Accompanied by friends from Alberta, Jean Halton and Kathleen Campbell, 

Leone drives her LaSalle from Stockholm to Sicily, across North Africa, then back 

to Stockholm, a three month long trip.  Driving through Germany they are able to 

see at first hand the persecution of Jews.  On her return to Stockholm Folke 

approves of her new resolve to become a psychoanalyst.     

1935 

   Leone taking lectures from Jung and beginning a training analysis in Zürich.  

Years later she said that she could have begun a training analysis with Freud in 

Vienna and isn’t entirely sure why she didn’t.  Working in the same hospital and 

also taking lectures from Jung at this time was John Rittmeister, brother of 

Wolfgang, whom she undoubtedly knew from her days in Hamburg. 

   Later Nazi propagandists made much of Jung’s distinction between the collective 

unconscious of the Germans and the collective unconscious of the Jews.   

1936 

   In Germany the “cleansing process” advanced as quickly as Hitler dared.  Jews 

were forbidden from performing theatrical works from the German Middle Ages 

and romantic periods.  Goethe was forbidden; Schiller, Wagner and Strauss were 

already – in 1934; Beethoven in 1937, Mozart after Anschluss in 1938.    

   Full employment achieved in Germany.  Hitler’s popularity permits accelerated  

anti-Jewish measures:  in Aryanization; through stronger and more coordinated 

actions to get Jews to leave Germany; and propaganda on an unprecedented scale 

to convince the world of the danger of the “international Jewish conspiracy”.    

   Hitler’s residence, near Berchtesgaden and the Austrian border, closed to tourists 

and surrounded by additional SS security.    

1937 

   Leone’s daughter Monica born in October.  Nurse Nana recruited from a 

Hamburg hospital.   

   Since 1933 Jews had been encouraged to leave Germany, but could not without  

entry visas to another country.  First Poland, then Switzerland, Sweden and other 



countries, including Canada, tightening their restrictions against Jewish 

immigration.   

1938 

   Leone and Folke drove from Stockholm to southern Austria during their summer 

vacations 1932-1938.  This year they visit Hitler’s Berchtesgaden house.  Leone, 

wearing a dirndl, the uniform of the Deutsche Mädchen, the female counterpart of 

the Hitler Youth, photographed at Hitler’s residence (pages 191 and 192 of Gold 

Medalist).     

   Folke is chairman of the Swedish Chamber of Commerce. 

   Jews are forbidden to practice medicine or law in Germany. 

   German roundups and forcible expulsions of Jews holding passports from other 

countries results in thousands being denied entry and quarantined at borders 

(Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary).  Neighbouring countries, notably Switzerland 

and Sweden, encourage the German innovation of stamping a large letter “J” on 

the passports of German Jews – so that they could deny entry and thus pre-empt 

the problem of dealing with German Jews in their country being denied re-entry to 

Germany.   

   Kristallnacht November 11-12.  Jewish property destroyed and thousands of 

Jews imprisoned.  Göring bans Jewish commercial activity in the Reich.   

1939 

   September - war is declared, Britain and its Empire against Germany. 

   Leone, Folke, Monica and three servants move into a luxurious apartment, the  

fourth floor of Strandvägen 53, in the middle of Stockholm’s embassy district.    

1940 

   Summer.  Immigration of German Jews to the USA closed due to fear of 

espionage agents’ infiltration.   

   Only half of Germany’s former Jewish population (260,000 of 520,000) remains 

in Germany, but conquest of Poland, France, Denmark, etc. leaves 3-4 million 

Jews in German hands.   

   Few Christian clergymen in Europe speak against the forcible removal of Jews to 

concentration camps.   

 

 

 



1941 

   Auschwitz, Poland, which had opened in 1940 as a concentration camp for 

political prisoners, expanded to house slave labour for IG Farben’s critical 

manufacture of synthetic rubber and oil/gasoline from brown coal.  A disinfection 

team discovered that Zyklon B, a chemical used to decontaminate ship hulls and 

barracks, efficiently killed animals.  In September it was successfully tested on a 

small group of Soviet prisoners. 

   Also in September all Jews in the Greater Reich six years and older required to 

wear a yellow six-pointed star over the left breast, clearly identifiable in public.     

   Svante Hellstedt, Folke’s younger brother and the Swedish Foreign Office 

official responsible for issuing immigration visas, reports that Sweden had granted 

an average of 20 visas per month to Jews wishing to enter Sweden.   Svante also 

reported that the Swedish policy of restricted Jewish entry was publicized, in order 

to discourage applications from the hundreds of thousands of Jews wanting to 

escape the Nazi regime.  

   Canada has a similarly restrictive Jewish immigration policy, also publicized  

throughout the world in order to discourage refugee applications.  Canada’s liberal 

Premier Mackenzie King and director of the Immigration Branch from 1936-1943 

Frederick Charles Blair are anti-Semitic.  They argue that admitting more Jews 

would exacerbate considerable existing anti-Jewish public sentiment in Canada, 

perhaps to dangerous levels; and relaxing Canada’s restrictive Jewish immigration 

policy would only result in their government losing votes to candidates advocating 

even more restrictive policy.  Sweden’s head of state makes the same arguments:  a 

large majority of the electorate favours exclusion of Jews from Sweden; admitting 

more Jews would aggravate anti-Semitism dangerously; and would result in loss of 

votes to more strongly anti-Jewish elements.       

1942 

   At the Wannsee Conference, Nazi leadership recognize their failure to rid Europe 

of Jews through migration.  Die Endlösung, “The Final Solution to the Jewish 

Problem”, adopted.  Jews would no longer be encouraged or even allowed to leave 

the Greater Reich, but would be exterminated within.   

   Reports of the mass murder of Jews are suppressed and disbelieved in Sweden, 

Canada and the USA.   

 



1943 

   Deportation of Jews from Norway to Auschwitz rouses Swedish public opinion.  

Sweden opens to Scandinavian Jewish refugees and liberalizes entry for European 

Jews, if not for immigration at least for sanctuary and subsequent removal to 

Palestine, Britain, the USA, etc.   

   Tore Ekman, the Swede who became Leone’s training psychoanalyst, returns to 

Stockholm from his practice and professorial appointments in Leipzig and Berlin   

   Autumn.  Rumour of Hitler’s intention to send Danish Jews east to concentration 

camps results in the illicit transfer of  7,500 Danish Jews to Sweden.  About 1,000 

Danish Jews were unable to obtain official transit permits to Sweden or to escape 

hidden in fishing boats – 90% of these people subsequently perish in the 

Buchenwald camp.   

   From 1933-1943 Canada accepted 4,500 Jewish refugees.  

1944 

   German occupation of Hungary allows Adolf  Eichmann to exploit Hitler’s 

approval of deploying resources to the extermination of Hungary’s 700,000 Jews.  

Between May 15 and June 30 a total of 147 trains delivered 427,000 Hungarian 

Jews to death camps, mainly Auschwitz and Treblinka.  Raoul Wallenberg of the 

banking family succeeds in getting appointed to the Swedish Embassy in Budapest.  

By issuing Swedish passports, mostly phony, and American money to pay for 

transit, he succeeds in saving as many as 50,000 Jews from Adolf Eichmann’s last 

major extermination enterprise.  

1945 

   The Red Army overruns Budapest, Raoul Wallenberg is captured, taken to 

Russia for questioning and never heard from again.   
  May – 6,795,000 refugees (displaced persons, DPs) are outside Soviet-occupied 

Europe.  The solution for most of these became repatriation to whence they came.  

250,000 Jews reject repatriation, seeking homes outside Europe – Palestine, 

Britain, the USA, Canada, Australia, Argentina, etc.  

1946 

   A United Nations confidential poll of Canadians indicates that only Japanese are 

less popular than Jews; even Germans are more welcome than Jews as immigrants.   

 



1947 

   Leone in training analysis with Tore Ekman.  Later becomes vice-president of 

the Swedish Psychoanalytic Association and president of the Medical Womens’ 

International Association. 

   Jewish New Year, September  -  “Fully three years after some death camps had 

been liberated, after refugee centres had been established, after international 

agencies had begun the search for new homes and after Canadian Jewry had begun 

to plead for some postwar concessions from their government, almost no Jewish 

refugees had yet entered Canada.”    Abela, Irving and Troper, Harold, None Is Too 

Many: Canada and the Jews of Europe 1933-1948, Lester Publishing Limited, 3
rd

 

edition 1991, p. 237. 

      

    

     

    
    

        
 

 


